
 

 
REPUBLIC  OF ALBANIA  

THE MNISTRY OF FINANCE 
 

Fiscal equipment will be implemented in the Republic of Albania 

Implementation of the fiscal system of fiscal equipment includes these components: 

1.1 Fiscal Equipment, including:  
a) Registration of fiscal data electronically in the fiscal memory, which are devices for recording 
data on the value of goods sold and services performed for clients, their registration in fiscal 
memory, thereby ensuring the generation of special reports ;  
b) fiscal printers are devices with fiscal memory that can work with any application program, using 
only one existing interface (driver);  
c) electronic system  with fiscal memory for recording retail of oil through derivative calculating 
equipment and consumption of liquid fuels (oil stations, gas etc.); 

 
1.2 Network communication between the taxpayer and the General Directorate of Taxation,    
which includes:  
a. Wave Mobile Network  
i.  GPRS Network  
ii. GSM Network  
b. Ethernet Network  
c. Any other type of communication network  
 
Protocol data transmission network of communication between taxpayers and the General 
Department of Taxation should be based on the  TCP / IP Protocol.  
Transmission of data monthly total throughputs at the Directorate General of Taxation is legal 
obligation of the taxpayer and should be realized within the 10th of the following month. Usage of 
the GPRS network to connect the taxpayers fiscal device with the Directorate General of Taxation 
is compulsory. In cases where the taxpayer or authorized Companies requires the use of any other 
network, they must submit a written request to the Directorate General of Taxation (DPT) and 
obtain its prior approval.  
The Directorate General of Taxation enters into contractual cooperation agreements with mobile 
operators to provide GPRS service.  
 
1.3 The Computer Integrated System 
a. For the storage of periodic declarations of the fiscal devices. .  
b. Processing equipment periodic fiscal statements by tax experts.  
c. Management  of the information from Authorized Companies.  

2 Electronic Fiscal Register theoretical definition, form, function 

Fiscal electronic recorder is a device with fiscal memory control and bar circuit in which data 
recorded on the value of goods sold and services performed for clients, thus ensuring the generation 
of special reports. Taxpayers who sell goods, products, or carry supplies or services to local units 
open to the public, are forced to use fiscal equipment and certified registered sale and issue, in order 
compulsory tax voucher.  
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Electronic recorder is designed to certify and record sales using a registration mechanism for 
turnover which should be protected. The data should be recorded in a simultaneous memory in a 
unit called a fiscal memory, which should be isolated and blocked with resin inside electronic 
recorders and tape in the district of electronic control. This information should send an electronic 
recorder periodically through an internal protocol programmed into the hardware logic of his 
program and a network infrastructure implemented at the Directorate General of Taxation  
Electronic recorder, through which the circulation of goods and services are memorised  has the 
following characteristics: 
 
There is a software program in the Albanian language, which is built exclusively according to the 
requirements of this instruction, carried out as an independent fiscal module, protected from change 
and deletion, using the standard functions for registration figures of  goods and services, printing, 
presentation and management of data entered in the fiscal memory, provides clarity, truthfulness 
and non-repudiation of vouchers issued to certify the sale including refunds of the goods, and 
payment methods (in cash (Cash) , Pending, Credit Card, Cheque Banking, etc.), also sends 
coupons for these actions summary, daily tax reports correlative with the transmission of periodic 
tax reports.  
The software should be built in order to operate an electronic recorder in 5 modes: Registration (R), 
Reading (X), Closure (Z), Program (P) mode and Training (T), through which is accomplished ; 
 
Registration mode:  

a) Ensures the registration of the sales  and certifies it on paper that is given to client (below 
referred to as tax coupon). This recording is carried out progressively to all coupons issued 
to certify sales. At the end of each coupon printed tax identification number of the device 
and fiscal mandatory;  

b) Registration provides real value of goods and / or services, through rounding of  two 
numbers; 

c)  The records in working memory, bring together and summarizes the data relative to 
previous coupons in fiscal memory. These data should be recorded on the tape control 
circuit and the introduction of such electronic data  has logic control. The data can not be 
older than the date of presentation of electronic recorders, and new data inserted can not be 
older than the date, which is preparing periodic report;  

d) Provides storage of data recorded in the fiscal memory and their registration in electronic 
control bar; 

 
Reading mode (X)  
 
Provides reading and printing of data recorded in the fiscal memory through the keyboard.  
 

a) Provides statistical reading daily turnover recorded and presenting it in various forms or 
detailed summary report;  

b) Provides statistical reading of sales in accordance with standard units of time: day, month 
and year;  

c) All reports printed in this position are not tax statistical effects. The head of each report in 
this position should be recorded the name of the type of report and Logos regime Reading 
(X), and printed at the beginning and end of the coupon Logos in bold "NON FISCAL 
REPORT”.  These coupons are recorded in progressive tax directory numbers and 
necessarily will be recorded in the county of electronic control strap. 
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Closing mode (Z)  
 

a) Performes Fiscal closure of the daily circulation and printing of the day Tax Report, 
correlative with the transmission of periodic tax reports;  

b) Provides fiscal memory reading through periodic tax reports in accordance with standard 
units of time: day, month and year on the flow of sales and statistical analysis for 
commercial activity;  

c) Provides conditions for conducting the test through the control stamp printed in any report 
of that day for tax reasons, control accuracy of electronic recorders and fiscal memory tape 
electronic control and functionality relating to it;  
The daily reports or Z Reports are characterized by the title of the report accompanied by 
Logos (Z) and at the bottom of fiscal coupon is printed logo printed in bold letters "TAX 
REPORT" 

 
Programming mode (P)  
 
In this mode the fiscal device can:  

a) Record data relating to the Taxpayer, which should appear on the tax voucher (name, 
address and business location, number of the taxpayer's NIPT).  For this function the 
software must register in fiscal memory at least five lines with the label Taxpayer (1 line 
taxpayer’s name, 3 lines of the address ,and one  line the NIPT).  Prevents changing the 
name of the taxpayer until the daily fiscal report and records the changes made in the fiscal 
memory and control circuit of electronic tape with a special directory for labels. 
 

b) To program the tax rates. This function is possible at the time of installation or can be done  
only after the closure of daily tax report and provides detailed tax rates, marked with the 
letters A-I,  the level of implied tax rate.  With Tax rate  A tax exempt (Zero Tax), while the 
letters B-I various forms of tax scale law. Changes  provided by a tax rate can be performed 
only after the daily tax report is performed,  the changes made in fiscal memory and control 
circuit of electronic tape directory are registerd for a particular changes of the taxation rate.  
 

c) To administrate   
Items, 
Item code, Names of goods or services  
Price 1, price 2,  price 3  
The appropriate departament for tax rates.  
The groupping of sales with departments,  
Discounts,  
Methods of Payment,  Foreign Currency  
Manages the graphics (taxpayers logo to put in the fiscal receipt)  
Administrates the  fiscal register serial ports for their programming  and connection with 
accessories, such as: barcode readers, scanners, scales, payment terminals for credit cards 
etc.. 
 

d) To  program the communication parameters  with the network of the Directorate General of 
Taxation  (DPT) for the transmission of periodic tax reports. Transmission of data must be at 
least once a month.  
 

e) Programming of date and time. The software prohibits change and return date if there are 
registered fiscal records in memory.  Allows programming of legal time within the boundary 
of only + / - of an hour after performing the daily tax report;  
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f) To conduct  the control and  the memory reading of  the circuit ribbon fiscal memory. 

 
 
Training mode. (T) 
 
The software allows the training process with all fiscal functions of  the electronic cash register. 
This action is possible only after the tax report is completed and only if the cash register is 
fiscalised. At this stage all the spaces in the issued coupons should be filled by the symbol "?" And 
the head of the coupon words "NON FISCAL INFO”. The graphic examples of coupons will appear 
even on the coupons issued in this mode. 
 
2.1 The form and presentation of the Electronic Fiscal Register.  
 
The cover of the Fiscal equipment should be isolated and have only one position to open it. At this 
point,  the fiscal stamp is placed upon which are marked the identification info of the authorised 
technician a striking (puncon) whose list is stored by authorized companies by the appropriate 
identification numbers at the Directorate General Tax (DPT).  
 
The device is exposed to visible appearance of the customer the identification label according to the 
criteria presented below.  
The example of  label Identification of the Electronic Cash Register and the green label of positive 
periodic control is presented below: 
 

Shoqëria e Autorizuar Authorised Companies 
Modeli Model 

CE 
ROHS 

Numri i identifikimit Identification Number 
Numri i Autorizimit Authorisation Number 
Numri i çertifikimit të DPM Number of certification DPM 

Tensioni 
230 V 

Data e çertifikimit të DPM Date of certification DPM 
 
 
 

 
 

• Shape:    square  
• dimension of the ribs:>  40 mm  
• Color:    green fields with large black letters.  
• Below the article written recorder FISCAL ELECTRONIC identification number of recorders.  
• The position marked as written _____ year of expiry.  
• In fiscal eclipse stamp set that identifies Authorised Company and Authorised technician who is 
responsible for conducting periodic control.  
• Material: Adesiv that does not allow to be removed and destroyed the evidence to remove.  
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In cases where electronic recorder has not passed the periodic control (or is rejected) in the visible 
to public view, The Authorised technicians must set the label of periodic negative control shown as 
follows: 
 

 
 
 
 
Shape:     square  
Dimension of the ribs:  > 40 mm  
Color:     red field with large black letters, that has a diagonal line accross.  
Lletters:    Bold, height 5 mm  
Below the following writting (FISCAL ELECTRONIC REGISTER) is writen the number of  
Identification of the ECR  and below that should be writen dhe words “does not work” and the 
stamp that recognises the Authrised company and Authorised Technicion that are responsible for 
this. 
Material: Adesiv that does not allow to be removed and destroyed the evidence to remove.  
 
Fiscal device is always associated with the Book of maintenance in which are registered all 
transactions with the fiscal electronic recorder. In the last page of the  Book should be printed and 
signed by authorized administrators  statement,  technical and functional compliance of electronic 
fiscal register  these companies will sell the technical and functional characteristics of the model 
certified by the Directorate of Metrology and Calibration. 
 
2.2  Fiscal Memory  
 
Fiscal memory capacity ensures the preservation of records for:  
• 1800 daily tax reports.  
• 20 changes to tax rates  
• 200 interventions for unblocking the software  
These are recorded in fiscal memory and are presented in each day in the tax report:  
• Counter of  daily tax reports  
• Counter of  scale change tax  
• Counter of technical interventions  
 
also recorded in the fiscal memory in separate directory that appears in the daily tax report:  
• The Daily Counter of fiscal coupons which after being printed it becomes zero.  
• The counter for totals of fiscal couponsissued for the entire period  
• The counter of non-tax receipts 
 
2.3 Printed Data  
 
The Fiscal  register records and certifies sales and registers at the same time in the fiscal memory 
but also in the ribbon which acknowledges and does not allow changes in the fiscal memory. The 
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data printed on the tax voucher must be identical with the data on the control bar. Ribbon control is 
implemented in the form of electronic memory and the tape referred to as Electronic Circuit Control  
(QSHKE).  
Strap control circuit should have a label on which is written the accumulated number. The software 
of the ECR  must provide the blockage of the ECR  if the tape is removed or be replaced with any 
other device control electronic circuit or when is “virgin” is not to allow registration of circulation 
without inicialising it.  
This circuit should be recognized only by fiscal electronic recorder and after the ribbon letter is full 
should be stored for at least 5 (five) years.  
Use county filled performed only for control and statistical effects. The story of the data on the 
control bar and fiscal memory should not be cutting through the use of codified.  
 
 
Example of the label on QSHKE    Shembull i etiktës mbi QSHKE: 

 

Number of progressive QSHKE initialised  
Electronic recorders Fiscal Model  
Identification Number fiscal device which is placed  
Start date ______ _____end date  
 
 
2.4 The Fiscal Memory 
 
The Electronic recorder provides clear caution (warning) about the remaining number of reports 
that can be introduced in fiscal memory and control circuit of ribbon, which can not be less than 50 
and shows the number of possible fiscal reports remaining after each fiscal report registered.  
When fiscal memory is busy (full), electronic recorder should not allow the right of further 
registration total throughputs. Pages of full memory will be empted by the  authorized company 
upon request of the subject that uses the ECR. 
 
2.5 TAX COUPON 
  
2.5.1 Fiscal Logo form 
The fiscal logo is the identification sign placed on each coupon to certify and records  sales in fiscal 
memory and control circuit of the strap. Fiscal Logo placed on all tax reports daily.  
 
Fiscal Style is composed of two lines  
1. In the first line written the Republic of Albania (Republic of Albania)  
2. In the second line M F (Ministry of Finance)  
At the height of two rows of logos before the Republic of Albania and MF should be the emblem of 
the republic in black and white version:  
 
Fiscal Logos graphical form: 
 

RSH 
MF 

1. Words RSH and MF should be:  
2. Font - Arial  
3. Format - Bold  
4. Writing the same size font size with other elements of tax coupon  
5. The height of emblem of RSH should be equal to the height of two rows of the Republic 

QSHKE   Nr.            ________________________ 

Modeli i Kasës         ________________________ 

Numri i Identifikimit   ________________________ 

Data fillimit _________   Data  mbarimit _________ 
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of Albania (RSH) and MF words  
6. Logo placed at the end of fiscal coupon positioned in the center.  

 
2.5.2 Data coupon tax and its graphic presentation  
Tax coupon that is given to a buyer or a client, contains the following data:  
The head of Coupon:  
a) Name, address of the taxpayer;  
b) NIPT-in;  
The head of the coupon data can be presented through graphical logos of the taxpayer;  
 
Details of the tax Coupon: 
 
c) The name, quantity, price and value of registered circulation of goods and / or services;  
d) Total value of goods or services sold;  
e) Method of payment (cash, check, credit card, etc..);  
f) Amount of VAT, acording to the tax scale; 
 
The footer of the Coupon tax: 
 
h) Number of fiscal identification device  
i) The number of ECR  (the number identifies the network for a supermarket), operator name or 
code  
j) The date and time of issue of voucher;  
g) Fiscal Logo;  
 
 
Coupon tax can also promote other data and must be printed in two copies one of which is given in 
paper forms client, while the other remains in the control bar in electronic format.  
  
The data printed on the tax voucher must be identical with the data on the tape control circuit. 
Width of tax voucher or tax reports periodically depending on the format is paper that uses an 
electronic registration each fiscal year certified to install in the territory of the Republic of Albania, 
but the graphical presentation of voucher and tax day report should be the same.  
 
 Introduction of coupon tax if the fiscal¬ electronic recorder is connected to a computer when 
working through a software application or when the user performs fiscal sales recorders using 
electronic codes of the items through plu function (Price Look Up) 
 

�  
 
 

 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 

Koka e kuponit     The head of the coupon 

 LEK 
 Identification of the National currency 

1 x 60,00 
UJË NATYRAL    60,00 B   
1x60,00 
KAFE EKSPRES 60,00 C  

Description of items, quantity, unit price and total article 
accompanied by letters that identifies the tax rate. 

   
NENTOTALE 120,00  Total pending partial payments or ways of currencies.  

Total the Lek  
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Ways of payment and calculation of the remaining 
TOTALE LEK 120,00 Total pending partial payments or ways of currencies.  

Total the Lek  
 
Ways of payment and calculation of the remaining 

PARA NË DORË 200,00  Total pending partial payments or ways of currencies.  
Total the Lek  
Ways of payment and calculation of the remaining 

MBETJE LEK 
 

80,00  
 

 

VLERA PA TVSH B 
20% 
TVSH B 20% 
VLERA PA TVSH C 
10% 
TVSH C 10% 
TOT. VL. PA TVSH 
TOTALE TVSH 

50,00 
 10,00 
54,00 

5,45 
104,55 
15,45 

Values without VAT tax rates  
Values for tax rate 
 
The total value of sold without VAT  
The total value of sold VAT 

 

 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 20/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  20 

Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit elektronik fiskal  
Numri i regjistruesit elektronik (identifikimin e tij në rrjet 
p.sh supermarket) dhe operatori që ka shërbyer,  
data dhe ora, numri i kuponit tatimor ID Number of ECR of 
electronic recorders (identifying its network e.g. 
supermarket) and the operator who has served,  
date and time, number of coupon tax 

 

 
 

Logo fiskale Logo fiskale 

 
Identification Number and Fiscal Logo are hallmarks that above Coupon  is coupon tax.  
 
Their meaning is:  
Coupon number 20 is tax voucher after issued by electronic recorder fiscal with ID number from 
DPT "XXXXXXXXXX" and installed in the Republic of Albania with the authorization of the 
Ministry of Finance.  
Every coupon that does not contain these characters is not  TAX Coupon. 
 
Introduction of coupon tax if the fiscal electronic recorder is not connected to a computer or when 
the user performs no fiscal sales using code items and plu function but committed group sales 
through the items in wards and using the appropriate unit. A procedure for small business relief. 
 
 

 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
 NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 

 

Koka e kuponit The coupon header 
 

 LEK 

 
Identifikon valutën kombëtare Identifies national currency 

1 x 60,00 
BAR    60,00 B   

 

1x60,00 60,00 C  Përshkrimi i REPARTIT, sasia, çmimi për njësi i shoqëruar nga gërma që 
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KAFETERI identifikon shkallën tatimore. Unit description, quantity, unit price, 
accompanied by characters that identifies the tax rate. 
 

   
NENTOTALE 120,00  Totale parciale në pritje për mënyrat e pagesave ose valuta. (SUB 

TOTAL)Total pending partial payments or ways of currencies. 
TOTALE LEK 120,00 Totale në Lek Total Lek 

 
PARA NË DORË 200,00  Mënyrat e pagesës dhe llogaritja e mbetjes Ways of payment and 

calculation of the remaining (CASH) 
MBETJE LEK 
 

80,00  
 

(Change LEK) 

VLERA PA TVSH B 20% 
TVSH B 20% 
VLERA PA TVSH C 10% 
TVSH C 10% 
TOT. VL. PA TVSH 
TOTALE TVSH 

50,00 
 10,00 
54,00 

5,45 
104,55 
15,45 

Vlera pa TVSH sipas shkallëve tatimore Value without VAT tax rates  
Vlerat për shkallë tatimore                       Values for tax rate 
Vlera totale e shitur pa TVSH                   Total value without VAT 
Vlera totale e TVSH së shitur             The total value of VAT 

 

 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 20/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  20 

Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit elektronik fiskal 
Numri i regjistruesit elektronik (identifikimin e tij në rrjet p.sh 
supermarket) dhe operatori që ka shërbyer,  
data dhe ora,  
numri i kuponit tatimor 
Identification Number fiscal electronic recorders  
Number of electronic recorders (identifying its network e.g supermarket) 
and the operator who has served, date and time, number of coupon tax 

  

 
 

Logo fiskale Fiscal Logo  
 

 
2.5.3 Graphic presentation of a copy of the coupon tax and  non tax Coupon: 
Each voucher issued tax registration accompanied by fiscal and immediate memory in the district of 
electronic control strap is also possible to print and copy his, which has all the details of newly 
released tax coupon but this copy Coupon is NON TAX FORM  not to create duplication of data 
recorded in the fiscal memory.  
 

 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 

Koka e kuponit The head of the coupon 
 

INFO JO TATIMORE NO TAX 
INFO 

 

  

KOPJA E KUPONIT TATIMOR NR.  
20 A copy of  coupon  TAX NO. 20 

Tregon numrin e kuponit tatimor  për të cilin lëshohet kopja  
Indicates the number of the fiscal copun  for which the copy is 
issued 

              LEK 
 

1 x 60,00 
BAR    60,00 B   

 

1x60,00 
KAFETERI 60,00 C  
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NENTOTALE 
Subtotal 
 

120,00   

TOTALE LEK 
Total Lek 

120,00  

PARA NË DORË 
Cash 
 

200,00   

MBETJE LEK 
 

80,00  
 

 

VLERA PA TVSH B 20% 
TVSH B 20% 
VLERA PA TVSH C 10% 
TVSH C 10% 
TOT. VL. PA TVSH 
TOTALE TVSH 
VALUE NO VAT B 20%  
VAT B 20%  
VALUE NO VAT C 10%  
VAT C 10%  
TOT. VL. NO VAT  
TOTAL VAT 
 

50,00 
 10,00 
54,00 

5,45 
104,55 
15,45 

 

 
DATA: 20/05/2008 13:11 
KUPON JO TATIMOR Nr.  2 
DATE: 20/05/2008 13:11  
Coupon No. NO TAX. 2 

 

Kopja e kuponit tatimor regjistrohet në numratorin e kuponave 
jo tatimor  
Copy of coupon is recorded  in the counter  of non-tax receipts 
                                                                                                                    

 INFO JO TATIMORE 
Non Fiscal Info  

  
Values presented in a copy are not recorded in the total amount of sales and registered in the fiscal 
memory, but is recorded in the journal for possible checks.  
Copy of coupon is a non fiscal coupon and is registered in the counter of nonfiscal coupons . 
Distinguishing marks of these coupons is that the head and leg coupon Logos is marked with words 
"NON FISCAL INFO" and not written in these coupons fiscal logo and identification number of the 
device which are distinguishing marks of the  Fiscal coupon. 
 
2.5.4 Determining the return of goods procedure, graphic presentation of coupon (REFUNDS) 
Client returns goods purchased showing the original fiscal coupons and in return he/she takes goods 
to equal value  or greater than the returned goods.  
Coupon to be printed out in  two copies where one copy is given to the client and the other copy 
form NO TAX voucher associated with the returned goods tax and tax voucher daily report at the 
end of the day, and stored with other reports relevant tax period. 
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KUPONI TATIMOR ORIGJINAL 
I MALLIT QË KTHEHET MBRAPSH 
ORIGINAL TAX coupon  
of the returned goods. 

KUPONI TATIMOR ME MALLIN E RI  TË 
SHKËMBYER ME VLERË  TË 
BARBARTË ME MALLIN E KTHYER 
MBRAPSH 
Fiscal coupon of the exchanged goods with 
equal value to the returned goods. 

 
 

EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 
ADRESA 

NUMRI I NIPT-it 
ose logo grafike e tij 

NAME of the taxpayer  
ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  
or his logo graphic 

 

 LEK 
1x600,00 
BLUZE 600,00 B  
  
NENTOTALE 600,00  
TOTALE LEK 600,00 
PARA NË DORË 1000,00  
MBETJE LEK 
 

400,00 
 

VLERA PA TVSH 
20% 
TVSH B 20% 
 

480,00 
120,00 

 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 20/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  20 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 20/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 20 
 
 

 
  

 
 

EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 
ADRESA 

NUMRI I NIPT-it 
ose logo grafike e tij 

NAME of the taxpayer  
ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  
or his logo graphic 

 

 LEK 
1x600,00 
BLUZE 600,00 B  

**RIKTHIM MALLI** 
Refunded Goods  

  
1x600,00 
BLUZE -600,00 B  
  
NENTOTALE 0,00 
TOTALE LEK 0,00 
PARA NË 
DORË 

 

 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  21 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 21 
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or client who wants to return the goods for another article with the largest value: 
 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 
 

 LEK 
1x800,00 
BLUZE 800,00 B  

**RIKTHIM MALLI** 
Refunded Goods 

  
1x600,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT -600,00 B  
  
NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

200,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL  LEK 

200,00 

PARA NË 
DORË 
CASH 

 

MBETJE LEK 
Change back 

 

  
VLERA PA 
TVSH 20% 
Value without 
vat 20% 

166,67 

TVSH B 20% 
Vat 20% 

33,33 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  22 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 22 
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2.5.5 Auxiliary Functions  
 
Fiscal electronic recorder allows to perform such functions as:  
Cancellation of a LINE (article registered)  
Anulation of an article  
Cancellation of coupon  
Decrease or Increase the% of registered article  
Decrease or Increase in value registered article  
 
These functions are possible only at the stage of registration of sale and without reaching closure of 
fiscal coupon. If the taxpayer closes voucher registration and issues fiscal coupon without any 
further action related to one of these functions is impossible.  
Fiscal electronic recorder does not allow any form of change to information recorded in the fiscal 
memory.  
The Errors Fiscal coupons changes should performe manually in the taxpayer's accounting and be 
reflected in the book of reports. 
 

I. Procedure of deleting  an item, graphic presentation of coupon 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 

 

 LEK 
1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT 200,00 B  
1 x 300,00  
KËMISHA 
SHIRT 

300,00 B 

**FSHIJ RRJESHT** 
Delete line 

  
1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT -200,00 B  
NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

300,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL LEK 

300,00 

PARA NË  
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DORË 
CASH  
MBETJE LEK 
CHANGE 
RETURNED 

 

  
VLERA PA 
TVSH 20% 
VALUE 
WITHOUT 
VAT20% 

250,00 

TVSH B 20% 
VAT 20% 

50,00 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  23 
NO. ECR. ELECTRONIC: 
xxxxxxxxx  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 23 
 
 

 
 

 
 
II. The procedure of cancellation of the article, graphic presentation of coupon 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 
 

 LEK 
1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT 200,00 B  

**ANULLIM** 
Annulment 

 
  
BLUZE T-SHIRT -200,00 B  
1 x 300,00  
KËMISHA 
SHIRT 

300,00 B 
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NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

300,00 

TOTALE LEK  
TOTAL LEK 

300,00 

PARA NË 
DORË 
CASH 

 

MBETJE LEK 
CHANGE 

 

  
VLERA PA 
TVSH 20% 
VALUE 
WITHOUT 
VAT20% 

250,00 

TVSH B 20% 
VAT 20% 

50,00 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  24 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 24 
 

 
 

 
 

III The procedure of cancellation of the voucher, coupon graphic presentation 
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 
 

 LEK 
1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT 200,00 B  
1 x 300,00  
KËMISHA 
SHIRT 

300,00 B 

**FSHIRJE TOTALE KUPONIT** 
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TOTAL ERASE OF 
COUPON 

  
 -500,00 B  
NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

0,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL LEK 

0,00 

PARA NË 
DORË 
CASH 

 

MBETJE LEK 
CHANGE 

 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:11 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  25 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:11  
TAX coupon Nr. 25 
 
 

 
 

 
 IV. The function of decrease or increase the value in%, graphic presentation of coupon 

  
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 
 

 LEK 
1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT 100,00 B  
% ULJE PËR 
10% 
DECREASE 
FOR 10% 

-10,00  

1 x 300,00  
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KËMISHA T-
SHIRT 

200,00 
B 

% RRITJE PËR 
10% 
INCREASE FOR 
10% 

20,00 

NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

310,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL LEK 

310,00 

PARA NË 
DORË 
CASH 

 

  
VLERA PA 
TVSH B 20% 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 
20% 

258,33 

TVSH B 20% 
VAT  B 20% 

51,67 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:41 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  26 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:41  
TAX coupon Nr. 26 
 

 
 

 
 

V. Function value decrease or increase in value, graphic presentation of coupon  
 

 
EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
 NUMRI I NIPT-it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
NAME of the taxpayer  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER OF NIPT it  

or his logo graphic 
 

 LEK 
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1 x 200,00 
BLUZE T-SHIRT 100,00 B  
ULJE PËR ART. 
DECREASE 
FOR ITEM 

-10,00  

1 x 300,00  
KËMISHA SHIRT 200,00 B 
 RRITJE PËR 
ART. 
INCREASE FOR 
ITEM 

20,00 

NENTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

310,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL in LEK 

310,00 

PARA NË 
DORË 
CASH 

 

  
VLERA PA 
TVSH B 20% 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 
20% 

258,33 

TVSH B 20% 
VAT  B 20% 

51,67 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:42 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  27 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:42  
TAX coupon Nr. 27 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
2.5.6  Fiscal coupon  for the VAT Invoice, graphic presentation 
 
Taxpayer that has issued VAT Invoice is required to issue the voucher and tax invoice referred to 
this which must be attached by VAT Invoice. This is possible through the function of "Fiscal 
Coupon through Tax Invoice" in the fiscal electronic recorders.  
The value of the VAT Invoice is recorded in accounting programme also recorded in fiscal memory 
at the time the fiscal electronic coupon is issued.  
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For not having to double the value, registration tax invoice is specified in the details of daily total 
throughputs tax report daily, so that the taxpayer have to run daily evidenced by fiscal 
coupons(without VAT Invoice) and run daily fiscal couponsreferred VAT Invoices. Taxpayer 
accounting records only the remainder of the total throughputs, that the receipts tax (without VAT 
Invoice). 

 
 

EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 
ADRESA 

 NUMRI I NIPT-it 
ose logo grafike e tij 

NAME of the taxpayer  
ADDRESS  

NUMBER OF NIPT it  
or his logo graphic 

 
FATURA TATIMORE 
NR 
No. OF TAX Invoice 
 150 

 LEK 
  
REPARTI 01  
Department 01 

12.000,00 

NËNTOTALE 
SUBTOTAL 

12.000,00 

TOTALE LEK 
TOTAL  LEK 

12.000,00 

PARA NË DORË 
CASH 

 

  
VLERA PA TVSH 
B 20% 
VALUE WITHOUT 
VAT B 20% 

10.000,00 

TVSH B 20% 
VAT B 20% 

2.000,00 

  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  29 

 
 
NO. ECR. Address: 
XXXXXXXXXX  
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:45  
TAX coupon Nr. 29 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tregon numrin e faturës tatimor që i referohet kuponi 
tatimor 
 
Indicates the number of tax invoice referred to tax 
coupon 
 
 
 
 
 

Vlera totale me TVSH e faturës tatimore, grupohet 
përmes një reparti në regjistruesin elektronik fiskal 
The total amount of  VAT Invoice, grouped by a unit in 
fiscal electronic recorders 
 
 
Vlera pa TVSH 
VALUE WITHOUT VAT 
 
Vlera e TVSH 
THE VALUE OF VAT 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit elektronik fiskal 
Numri i regjistruesit elektronik (identifikimin e tij në 
rrjet p.sh supermarket) dhe operatori që ka shërbyer,  
data dhe ora,  
numri i kuponit tatimor që i referohet faturës tatimore 
Identification Number fiscal electronic recorders  
Number of electronic recorders (identifying its network 
p.sh supermarket) and the operator who has served,  
date and time,  
coupon number which refers to tax VAT Invoice 
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Logo fiskale FISCAL LOGO 

 

2.5.7 Graphical Presentation of reports in the regime of reading (X) 
 
Reading mode (X) serves to assist the taxpayer on the progress of activities, control over daily run, 
various statistics, etc.  
All these reports are issued in this regime of nature "NO TAX". The difference between tax and non 
tax reports is:  
 Head of the report which is noted the type of report and regime. 
 Logos "NO TAX REPORT" at the beginning and at the end of the coupon.  
 The lack of  Coupon  " FISCAL LOGO" and " IDENTIFICATION NUMBER " of fiscal device.  
No printed summary of the total fiscal memory  
 
Reading reports over  the daily sales  are presented with values for one daily sale to do with the 
interval from the beginning of the day until the printing of the report. 
 

EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 
ADRESA 

NUMRI I NIPT-it 
ose logo grafike e tij 

NAME of the taxpayer  
ADDRESS  

NUMBER OF NIPT it  
or his logo graphic 

 
RAPORT JO TATIMOR 

Non Fiscal Report 
RAPORTI TATIMOR 
DITOR 
DAILY TAX REPORT 
 
 

X 

  
SHITJET 
Sales 

 

  
KLIENTË TË 
SHËRBYER 
Served clients 

12 

TOT. BRUTO 
TOT. Gross 

14.220,00 

ULJE 
decrease 

 

4 22,00 
RRITJE 
INCREASE  

 

3 44,00 
TOT. NETO 
TOT. NETO 

14.242,00 

RIKTHIM MALLI  

 
  
KUPONA TATIMOR 
Fiscal coupons 

 

  
SHKALLA E TVSH 
B:  20% 
VAT Rate B: 20% 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 

1.818,33 

TVSH 
VAT 

363,67 

TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 
TOTAL  BY TAX 
Rate 

2.182,00 

  
SHKALLA E 
TVSH C:  10% 
VAT Rate C: 10% 
 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 

54,55 

TVSH 
VAT 

5,45 

TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 
TOTAL FOR 
SCALE 

60,00 

  
TOTALE  
TOTAL 

 

4 

2 

1 
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ITEM RETRUNED  
 
1 600,00 
ANULLIME 
Cancellations 
 

 

2 500,00 
FSHIJ RRJESHTIN 
DELITE LINE 
 

 

1 200,00 
TOTALE E 
ANULLUAR 
TOTAL 
CANCELLATIONS 

 

1 500,00 
  
KUPONA 
TATIMORE 
Vouchers TAX 

 

12 14.242,00 
PARA NË DORË 
CASH  

 

11 14.042,00 
PEZULL 
Pending 
 

 

1 200,00 
  
TVSH 
VAT 

 

  
TOTALET 
TOTAL 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
 

11.872,88 

TVSH 
VAT 

2.369,12 

XHIRO DITORE 
DAILY SALES 
 

14.242,00 

  
NGA TË CILAT 
FROM WHICH 
 

 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 

1872,88 

TVSH 
VAT 

369,12 

TOTALE PËR 
KUPONA 
The total for 
vouchers 
 

2242,00 

  
  
KUPONA NGA FATURA 
TATIMORE 
Invoice vouchers FROM TAX 

 
SHKALLA E 
TVSH B:  20% 
SCALE OF VAT 
B: 20% 
 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 

10.000,00 

TVSH 
VAT 

2.000,00 

TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 
 
TOTAL  FOR 
SCALE 

12.000,00 

  
TOTALE 
TOTAL 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 
VALUE 
WITHOUT VAT 

10.000,00 

TVSH 
VAT 

2.000,00 

TOTALE KUP. 
NGA FAT 
Invoice vouchers 
FROM TOTAL 
TAX 

12.000,00 

  
  
GJENDJA E 
ARKËS 
Cash In the Drawer 

 

  
PARA NË DORË  

5 

3 
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CASH in hand 
11 14.042,00 
  
 
DATA: 21/05/2008 13:45 
KUPON JO TATIMOR  Nr.   5 
DATE: 21/05/2008 13:45  
Coupon No. NO TAX. 5 
 
 

RAPORT JO TATIMOR 
   NO TAX REPORT 

  
 

 
 
Explanations:  
 
1. Head of the report and its name  
2. Details on the daily sales  
3. Total daily sales  
4. Details over the daily sales,  
5. Cash in the drawer  
6. Foot report 
 

1. Head of the report and its name  
In this part is specified the type of report and  serves to identify that the Coupon is  "NO 
TAX" or "TAX". Identification is done through the regime (X) and named  "NON FISCAL 
REPORT". 

2. Details on the daily sales  
In this section, presented as summary of all work done during the day until the time of 
printing of this report. Information can be collected in one line or can be in two lines: 

 
For example: 
In one line 
  
 
 
 
 
 
In two lines 

KLIENTË TË 
SHËRBYER 
CLIENTS  
SERVED 

12 -  Tregon sa Klientë janë shërbyer gjatë ditës 

deri në momentin e printimit të raportit 

Shows how  many Clients are served 
throughout the day until the printing of the 
report 

TOT. BRUTO 
TOT. Gross 
 

14.220,0
0 

-  Tregon sa është vlera bruto e shitur 

pallogaritur uljet apo rritjet 

Show how much is sold untold gross value 
decreases or increases 

ULJE 
Discount 

 

4 22,00 

-  

 

 Rreshti i parë tregon çfarë ëshë kryer 

-  Rreshti i dytë tregon sa herë është kryer dhe 

vlera totale 

The first line shows what is done 
- The second line shows how many times is 
performed and the total amount 

6 
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In this section are presented all daily sales until the printing of the report which is divided into value 
without VAT and how much is the total of VAT. It summarizes the total sold as tax vouchers and 
coupons from VAT Invoices.  
 
4. Totals for the details of daily sales 
 
In this part is detailed  total daily sales according to forms of sale: how much is sold with detailed 
tax vouchers as tax rates and the sum total of what is sold and tax vouchers referred to detailed tax 
invoices under tax rates and summarized in total.  
5. State of the cash drawer.  
Identifies how much is in cashdraw in currency and how much is paid in cash.  
 
6. Foot report  
In this part of this report presented by the fiscal electronic register which is printed (for fiscal 
devices in the network) and which operator has required  the report, what date and hour. All reports 
non tax are summarized in directory of “non-tax receipts. At the end of the coupon printed Logos 
"NO TAX REPORT" to confirm the type of report. 
 
2.5.8 Graphical presentation of the daily tax report  - the regime of closure (Z)  
Daily Tax Report serves to perform the closing day of activity. The total value of the report is 
summarized in total of fiscal memory.  
The taxpayer records these values in book reports and in its accounting.  
Daily Tax Report summarizes all the work done during the day by the taxpayer and values 
summarized in this report are part of the periodical report that fiscal electronic recorder sends  to the  
Tax Office (DPT).  
The Daily Tax Report is  prepared in regime (Z) of the fiscal electronic recorders.  
This report is comprised of: 
 
 
1. Head of the report and its name  
2. Details on the daily sales  
3. Total the daily sales 
4. Details on the total daily sales  
5. State of the cash drawer  
6. Summary of overall totals in fiscal memory  
7. Foot report 
 
The distinguishing marks of the daily tax report are:  
 Head of the report on which type of report and noted the regime Logos  

 Logos "TAX REPORT" at the end of coupon  
Printing of "FISCAL LOGO" and " IDENTIFICATION NUMBER" in relation  
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to fiscal device.  
Printing the total  summary of the fiscal memory  
After printing the daily task report of the receipts, tax Directory and non fiscal couponsthat 
were issued during the day are reset to zero.. 
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EMRI I TATIMPAGUESIT 
ADRESA 

NUMRI I NIPT-it 
ose logo grafike e tij 

NAME of the taxpayer  
ADDRESS  

NUMBER OF NIPT it  
or his graphic logo  

 

RAPORT TATIMOR 
RAPORTI TATIMOR 

DITOR 
Z 

  
SHITJET  
  
KLIENTË TË 
SHËRBYER 

12 

TOT. BRUTO 14.220,00 
ULJE  
4 22,00 
RRITJE  
3 44,00 
TOT. NETO 14.242,00 
RIKTHIM MALLI  
1 600,00 
ANULLIME  
2 500,00 
FSHIJ 
RRJESHTIN 

 

1 200,00 
TOTALE E 
ANULLUAR 

 

1 500,00 
  
KUPONA 
TATIMORE 

 

29 14.242,00 
PARA NË DORË  
11 14.042,00 
PEZULL  
1 200,00 
  
TVSH  
  
TOTALET  
VLERA PA TVSH 11.872,88 
TVSH 2.369,12 
XHIRO DITORE 14.242,00 
  
NGA TË CILAT  

 
 
TOTALE  
VLERA PA TVSH 10.000,00 
TVSH 2.000,00 
TOTALE KUP. 
NGA FAT. 

12.000,00 

  
  
GJENDJA E 
ARKËS 

 

  
PARA NË DORË  
11 14.042,00 
  
  
RAPORTI TATIMOR 
DITOR NUM 

33 

  
NDËRHYRJE 
TEKNIKE 0 
  
KUPONA 
TATIMORË 30 
KUPONA  JO 
TATIMORË 5 
 
 
TOTALET E PËRGJITHSHME: 
XHIRO 
DITORE  B 2.758.452,51 
XHIRO 
DITORE  C 60,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  D 0,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  E 0,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  F 0,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  G 0,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  H 0,00 
XHIRO 
DITORE  I 0,00 
PËRJASHTUAR   
A 0,00 
SHUMA 
TOTALE 2.758.512,51 
TVSH  B 459.742,10 
TVSH  C 5,45 

2 

3 

5 

6 
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KUPONA 
TATIMOR 

 

  
SHKALLA E 
TVSH B:  20% 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 1.818,33 
TVSH 363,67 
TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 

2.182,00 

  
SHKALLA E 
TVSH C:  10% 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 54,55 
TVSH 5,45 
TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 

60,00 

  
TOTALE   
VLERA PA TVSH 1872,88 
TVSH 369,12 
TOTALE PËR 
KUPONA 

2242,00 

  
  
KUPONA NGA FATURA 
TATIMORE 

  
SHKALLA E 
TVSH B:  20% 

 

VLERA PA TVSH 10.000,00 
TVSH 2.000,00 
TOTALE PËR 
SHKALLË 

12.000,00 

  

TVSH  D 0,00 
TVSH  E 0,00 
TVSH  F 0,00 
TVSH  G 0,00 
TVSH  H 0,00 
TVSH  I 0,00 
TOTALE TVSH 459.747,55 
KUPONA 
TATIMORE 56 
  
  
 
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
DATA: 21/05/2008   21:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR Nr.  30 
 

 
 

RAPORT TATIMOR 
  

 

4 

1 

7 
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Explanations:  
 
1. Head of the report and its name.  
In this part is specified the type of the report and  serves for his identification which is done through  
of regime mode(Z) and naming "TAX REPORT.  
 
2. Details on the daily sales  
In this section, presented as summary of all work done during the day. Information is displayed in 
one line or can be in two lines: 
 
EXAMPLES 
In the first line 
  
 
 
 
 
In 2 lines 
 
 
 
 

3. Total of the daily sales  
In this part are presented of all daily sales done, which is divided into value without VAT 
and how much is the total of VAT. This total summarizes the total is sold as fiscal coupons 
and coupons from VAT Invoices. These values are written in the book of reports. 

 
 
4 Total on the Details of daily sales.  
In this part is detailed total daily sales  according to forms of sale: how much is sold with detailed 
fiscal coupons according to the tax rates and the total sun of what is sold and tax vouchers referred 
to detailed tax invoices according to the  tax rates and summarized in total.  
 
5. State of the cash drawer  
 
Identifies how much cash is in currency and how many times is paid in cash.  
 
6. Summary of overall totals in fiscal memory  
 
In this part is presented  the total registered values in the fiscal memory from the day of the 
fiscalisation of the fiscal device until the day that is being reviewed.  
 
7. Foot report  
 
In this section is printed the  identification number of the fiscal device, the number of fiscal register, 
from which  fiscal electronic register is printed out the  report (for fiscal devices in the network) and 
from which operator, what date and hour.  
All tax reports and receipts are recorded in the counter of fiscal reports in the fiscal memory. At the 
end of the coupon is printed “FISCAL LOGO” and words "TAX REPORT" to confirm the type of 
report. 
 

KLIENTË TË 
SHËRBYER 
Numbers of clients 
served 

12 -  Tregon sa Klientë janë shërbyer gjatë ditës 

deri në momentin e printimit të raportit 

TOT. BRUTO 14.220,0
0 

-  Tregon sa është vlera bruto e shitur 

pallogaritur uljet apo rritjet 

ULJE Decrease  
4 22,00 

-  Rreshti i parë tregon çfarë ëshë kryer 

-  Rreshti i dytë tregon sa herë është kryer dhe 

vlera totale 
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2.5.9 Presentation of the coupon and reports conducted in the Training mode  
 
At this stage all the coupons issued the spaces should be filled by the symbol "?" And in the head, 
footer and center of the coupon are written words "NON FISCAL INFO”.  
Example of coupon: 
 

??EMRI?I?TATIMPAGUESIT?? 
THE NAME OF TAXPAYER 

??????????ADRESA??????????? 
ADDRESS 

??????NUMRI? I?NIPT-it???? 
IDENTIFICATION NR. 

????ose logo?grafike?e?tij??? 
OR GRAPHIC LOGO 

???????????????????????????????????
??LEK 

INFO?JO?TATIMORE 
INFO?NO?TAX 

1?x?60,00????????????????
BAR?????????????????????

  
???????????????? 
????????60,00?B   

TOTALE?LEK??????? ??????60,00 
PARA?NË?DORË?????????????????
??????? 
  
VLERA?PA?TVSH?B?20
%???? 
TVSH?B?20%??????????????
?? 

??????50,0
0 

?????10,00 

INFO?JO?TATIMORE 
REGJIST.?001?? 
OPERATORI?1????????????  
DATA:?20-05-
2008?13:11????????????????? 
KUPON?TATIMOR?Nr.??2?????????
???????? 

INFO?JO?TATIMORE 
 

 
 
The same procedure is valid for the issued reports in this mode. All empty fields are filled with the 
sign "?" And repeatedly on the report are writte words "NON FISCAL INFO” 
. 
2.6 Certification of fiscal devices  
 
Companies authorized to supply Electronic Cash Registers, are obliged to certify these types of 
ECR that will be sold in the market, the Directorate of Metrology which verifies whether the type of 
electronic recorders meet all criteria set forth in this contract. DPCM for every certified fiscal 
register model sends a technical report to the General Directorate of Taxation, where in addition to 
technical data model should contain identifying  data model (the code of licensed body  and the 
model code) .  
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2.7 The Procedure of getting the ECR for  the taxpayer:  
The Taxpayer:  
TheTaxpayer selects the ECR model according to his needs.  
Fill out the applicatin form (3 copies) for ECR offerd by the licensed companies which is selling the 
ECR  and keeps one copy of this form for his needs.Sign the contract with the  Authorized 
Company and pays for the fiscal device. 
Submits the list of Items that must be programmed in the ECR  to the Authorized Companies  
Assists in the Fiscalisation of the ECR   
It is being trained by the Authorised company on how to use the ECR.  

The users manual is provided  in the  Albanian language  
 

1. 3. Authorized Companies:  
a. Authorized companies sends  to the relevant tax authorities a copy of the application form 
along with photocopy of the bill.  
b. Makes preparation (connection with other auxiliary equipment: bank card reader, the  on-
line transmission equipment, etc. ...) and programms the ECR to the needs of taxpayers  
c. Makes technical control and stamping of ECR  
d. Fiscalises the  electronic  cash register  
e. Sends the appropriate technician for installation of the ECR on the taxpayers premises.  
f. Trains the  taxpayers to use the Electronic Cash Register  

 
 
5. Tax bodies:  
a. Assists in technical control and endorsing ECR.  
b.Assists on the fiscalisation of  the ECR  
 
2.8 Form of file transmission  
For the trasnmssion of the  periodic tax reports the software should create a file in ASCII format. 
This Z report that thte fiscal device sends to the Directorate General of Taxation consists of:  
 
• The head of  Report  
• The Data of the periodical report  
• Line of control (number of control [Checksum]) 
 
The Head of  Report has the following data:  
 
 Identification Number of the fiscal device;−  
 The day, month, year, hour and minute of preparation of the report;−  
The starting day of this report−  
 The ending day of the report−  
 Number of daily tax reports−  
 The total  Value of sales of goods and services for the period of report;−  
 Total amount of VAT for the period;−  
 Number of fiscal receipts issued by fiscal device between two dates;− 
  
The Z report. 
 
The lines on the deatils of the Z report are as much as are in daily reports of the period and each row 
represents the same data daily tax report. Rows of data report list the days of the month for which 
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prepares periodic report:  
 day, month, year, hour and minute of the day preparing the tax report−  
 number of fiscal couponsissued by fiscal device for that day−  
 value of turnover according to tax rates, and / or tax exemptions−  
 total amount of VAT the tax rates− 
 
Line of control (number of control [Checksum])  
 
The checksum prepared with a MD5 algorithm (RFC Standard 1321). This codification in "input" 
accepts  a "string" with length dictated by values of the period and the "output" is a string (MD5 
Checksum) with 128 bit (32 Hexadecimal value) independently from the string of "input" used. 
MD5 Checksum sent with the file data transmitted and recalculated  in the registration phase in the 
Tax Authority server. 
 
Example of file transmitted:  
 
XZ12423432 020720080845 01062008 30062008 32 32000 8000 40  
060620082055 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20  
070620082135 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10  
080620081925 3 45 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
090620081605 2 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0  
FADABCE7D0C989A8DF0A021847919F55 
 
The Electronic Fiscal Recorder after transmission of data should print a coupon in which it has 
summarized all the values that are transmitted at the Directorate of Taxation. This coupon serves for 
the taxpayer who keeps it in book reports in order to prove the  sending data and values must be 
similar to those sent and  recorded in the central server. 

 
EXAMPLE of Coupon transmission periodic report 

 
EMRI TATIMPAGUESIT 

ADRESA 
NUMRI NIPT – it 

ose logo grafike e tij 
Taxpayers Name  

ADDRESS  
NUMBER NIPT - it  
or his graphic logo 

 
 
  
RAPORTI TATIMOR PERIODIK 

Z REPORT TAX 
 

 
 
Data e Fillimit 01-06-2008 
Start Date 01-06-2008  
Data e Mbarimit 30-06-2008 
End Date 30-06-2008 
Raporte Tatimore 31 
 
Qarkullimi Total 32.000,00 
Totali i TVSH 5.000,17 
Kupona tatimore 40 
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TAX COUPON NUMBERS 40 
XHIRO PËRJASHTUAR A:      0,00 
EXCLUDED SALES 
XHIRO DITORE  B 
DAILY SALES B 32.000,00 
XHIRO DITORE  C 0,00 
DAILY SALES  C 
XHIRO DITORE  D 0,00 
DAILY SALES  D 
XHIRO DITORE  E 0,00 
DAILY SALES  E 
XHIRO DITORE  F 0,00 
DAILY SALES  F 
XHIRO DITORE  G 0,00 
DAILY SALES  G 
XHIRO DITORE  H 0,00 
DAILY SALES  H 
XHIRO DITORE  I 0,00 
DAILY SALES  I 
TVSH  B VAT B 2.064,00 
TVSH  C VAT C 0,00 
TVSH  D VAT D 0,00 
TVSH  E VAT E 0,00 
TVSH  F VAT F 0,00 
TVSH  G VAT G 0,00 
TVSH  H VAT H 0,00 
TVSH  I  VAT I 0,00 
  

TRANSMETIMI   OK 
TRANSMISSION OK 

  
NR. REGJ. ELEKTRONIK: 
XXXXXXXXXX 
THE ECR NUMBER XXXXXXX 
DATA: 02/07/2008   08:45 

 

 
 
 

 
2.8.1 Naming of the file to be transmitted.  
 
Naming of the file to be transmitted should follow this format:  
Identification Number of fiscal device___the time for which data is being transmitted ___year and 
then the file should have the extension .txt 
Example: XX00111111_08_2008.txt 
 
2.9 Identification Number of Fiscal Electronic Register.  
In order to avoid any conflicts with the  ID numbers of the fiscal electronic registers, the id number 
is made of two parts wich together guarantee security for electronic recorders. 
 
Part One:  
Identification of companies authorized by two letters that have been decided by the General  
Taxation Directorate. 
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EMRI I SHOQËRISË SË AUTORIZUAR 

NAME OF AUTHORIZED SOCIETY  
KODI IDENTIFIKUES 

Identification code 
A.E. Distribution Sh.p.k. AE 
I.V.A. Elektronik Sh.p.k IV 
BNT Elektronics Sh.p.k. BN 
CKV NUSHI-CFV NOKI CK 
Rilindja Sh.p.k. dhe P.K.P sh.p.k RL 
 
 
Models of fiscal equipment. Each of the authorized companies is obliged to certify the fiscal 
electronic recorders that would sell in the market with DPM. Each of these devices that is certified 
will be identified by 2 digits starting from 00-99 for each Authorised Company.. 
 

SHOQËRIA 
Authorised Company 

KODI  SHOQËRISË 
Company Code 

KODI MODELIT 
Model Code 

A.E. Distribution Sh.p.k. AE Nga 00 - Në 99 
I.V.A. Elektronik Sh.p.k IV Nga 00 - Në 99 
BNT Elektronics Sh.p.k. BN Nga 00 - Në 99 
CKV NUSHI-CFV NOKI CK Nga 00 - Në 99 
Rilindja Sh.p.k. dhe P.K.P sh.p.k RL Nga 00 - Në 99 
 
Part Two:  
The serial number of the ECR  is a number that is issued by the production  factory. Each of the 
companies for the model that certify  has the ability to produce from 000,000 to 999,999 devices. 
Both  parts constitute the identification number which is registered in the fiscal device only once in 
the initial moment and is unchangable.  
 
Example: 
 

 
The Company  "The Tax Office" with identification code "DP" has certified fiscal device model 
"Futura" in DPM, which is identified with the model code "12"  
Identification numbers of this model are:  
 
Begin by DP12000000     in: DP12999999 
  
2.9.1 The identification Stamp of authorized technicians  
 
Authorized companies are obliged to submit to the General Taxation Directorate the list of 
authorized technicians. Any authorized technician is identified through the  identification code of 
the authorized company and code numbers in the order in the list of authorized companies.  

SHOQËRIA 
Authorised Company  

KODI  
Code 

KODI MOD. 
MODEL 
CODE 

SERIALI 
Serial 

A.E. Distribution Sh.p.k. AE 00-99  Nga 000000 – Në 999999 
I.V.A. Elektronik Sh.p.k IV 00-99  Nga 000000 – Në 999999 
Toshiba BNT Elektronik Sh.p.k. BN 00-99  Nga 000000 – Në 999999 
CKV NUSHI-CFV NOKI CK 00-99  Nga 000000 – Në 999999 
Rilindja Sh.p.k. RL 00-99  Nga 000000 – Në 999999 
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SHOQËRIA 
Authorised Companies 

KODI  SHOQËRISË 
Company Code 

KODI TEKNIKUT 
Technician Code 

A.E. Distribution Sh.p.k. AE Nga 01 - Në 999 
I.V.A. Elektronik Sh.p.k IV Nga 01 - Në 999 
Toshiba BNT Elektronik Sh.p.k. BN Nga 01 - Në 999 
CKV NUSHI-CFV NOKI CK Nga 01 - Në 999 
Rilindja Sh.p.k. RL Nga 01 - Në 999 
 
Authorized companies must provide their technicians with the stamp (punch) with identification 
codes to each of them so that the fiscal stamp marked on the fiscal device identification code 
technician who has done the fiscalisation of the periodic control. The same code and periodic 
control labels and equipment are set to be relevant to fiscal documentation.  
 
Example:  
Authorized technician initials Z.Z. The Authorized Company "General Directorate" identification 
code "DP", is listed in the list of technicians with the number 01.  
Identification code or identification stamp of the technicians is: DP01   

 
Fiscal device model "Futura" with ID number DP12000123 is fiscalised and periodic technical audit 
conducted by technicians of autorizur DP01 which is bound to have left the stamp mark in fiscal 
DP01 and have determined in frontal view and visible to the public the positive label periodic 
control by specified dates in February of 2009. 
 
3 The Fiscal Electronic System for recording retail turnover of oil products,  (oil stations, gas) 
 
Fuel pump and the GPL are obliged to install electronic fiscal register.  
 
Electronic system with fiscal memory for fuel circulation registration interface is based on the logic 
of the fiscal electronic recorders with an electronic control unit on the fuel pump. Exchange of data 
is based on a protocol of programmed according to the specifications of the fuel pump.  
 
Fuel supply must be connected exactly with the registration of sales and should work under 
mandatory rule "NO TAX coupon - no FUEL"  
All sales must be recorded in the fiscal memory and each point for each fuel pump should be 
equipped with recorders elektronic fiscal pump.  
 
The Pump is equipped with a "pump interface unit (PIR) for the transfer of sales data. This unit 
(PIR) data processing of the sale of the fuel pump and sends this data in electronic recorders fiscal 
pump.  
This unit (PIR) should memorise sales data for 48 hours in case of any fault. 
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The function of the  Fiscal Electronic Register pump should provide for:  
 
Environment temperature - 30 ° C / +55 ° C  
Humidity 5% - 95%  
 
Should be equipped with CE certificate and logical program of fiscal pump electronic recorders 
must meet all criteria under this guideline on fiscal electronic recorders. It should transmit periodic 
tax reports at the Directorate General of Taxation.  
 
3.1 Relationship of fuel pumps with electronic recorders fiscal  
 
a) Distribution points and liquid gas must be connected to  the fiscal electronic register. 
The Electronic Fiscal Register should be placed behind the petrol pumps. 
 
b) The sales data of the petrol station should  be automatically saved in fiscal memory of the  
electronic fiscal recorders and tape control district.  
Certified values circulated automatically issuing electronic coupon tax from fiscal recorder. Coupon 
tax should contain:  
 (optional) data identifying the purchaser (the Car Plate or Name Surname);−  
 type of fuel;−  
 quantity sold;−  
 amount of fuel sold;−  
 value of selling according to the tax scale;−  
 scale value tax;−  
 number of pump;−  
 identification number of fiscal recorders;−  
 date and time of sale;−  
 directory of tax receipts;−  
 fiscal logo;− 

 
The Structure of  identification number of electronic recorders and fiscal logo of  pumps are 
similar to that described above in this guide.  
 
Optional:  
If the electronic fiscal system point distribution of liquid fuel and gas implemented through the 
identification of buyers Car plate then, the vehicle registration number should be recorded in a 
single line coupon below details of the taxpayer, with capital letters (bold ). The structure of te Car 
Plate should be presented in this way: Logos of the district, the series of numbers and letters 
identifying the series should be written with a space from each other,  
eg. TR xxxx A. 

 
 Tax coupon issued by fiscal pump electronic recorder to accept as an expense must be 
accompanied with a VAT Invoice which should be noted the number of tax coupon issued to 
which refers.  
 In case of fault of the fiscal electronic recorders, the pump will continue to operate until manually 
adjusted injury. Sales data during manual pumping action to be maintained in the pumping unit 
interface "PIR" located in the electronic pump. This data is automatically recorded in memory and 
in the district of fiscal control tape recorders fiscal electronic repair defects immediately after that 
will appear in daily tax report "Z" has been repaired the day when the fiscal electronic recorder. 
Repair of the fiscal electronic recorders should be performed within 36 hours. If fault of the fiscal 
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electronic recorders, the taxpayer is obliged to issue a tax receipt for sales conducted in manual 
mode to handle. 

  
3.2 technical specifications and function  of Electronic Fiscal Register  pump  
 
a) The system is composed of two devices, one of which is fiscal electronic memory recorder and 
county fiscal control of the strap and the pumping unit interface "PIR" which relates to the 
electronic pump and fiscal electronic recorders. Pumping unit interface "PIR" sales records in case 
of fault of the fiscal electronic recorders.  
b) fiscal electronic recorder command in which the pump is connected. Gas should work only in 
automatic mode.  
c) In case of interruption of connection between the fuel pump and electronic Register fiscal pumps 
should not be able to operate in manual mode. This mode is activated by authorized technicians 
only if fiscal device fault. Authorized technician should record the action in the maintenance book. 
 
d) If the head end of the paper or the printer is open; pumps should not be able to act.  
e) In case of defect, the pumping unit interface keeps the sales total for 48 hours. After 48 hours, if 
the fault continues, pumps blocked and not allowed to operate. After recorder electronic repair and 
related fiscal system, pumping unit interface sends sales data recorders fiscal electronic automatic. 
Fiscal Electronic Recorder issues a report which includes sales data for the period of the fault.  
f) Fiscal Memory should have the same technical parameters prescribed in Decision no. 781 dated 
14/11/2007.  
g) The fiscal memory data register of details of daily tax reports "Z". Information to be recorded in 
fiscal memory is:  
 
 Date (according to final date, month and year)−  
 Total value circulated under the tax scale−  
 Total value of VAT−  
 fiel type and quantity sold− 
 
Daily Tax Report "Z" contains these values for the day that this report is issued and at the end of 
his is the summary of all these values from the first day of fiscalisation until that day.  
 
h) The pumps and the fiscal electronic register should be certified by the Directorate General of 
Metrology.  
i) All stations should obtain connection with pumps to work automatically, which allows 
electronic connection with fiscal recorders if it is equipped with mechanical pumps, these pumps 
should be replaced with pumps that are able to adapt link or fiscalised according to the 
requirements of this instruction.  
j) pumps should have activated only function in automatic mode. Manual mode of action should 
be disabled and can be activated only by authorized technicians. User should not be allowed to set 
the pump manually.  
k) All pumps must use global standards communication protocols for the link: IFSF 

3.3 2.7 The Procedure of getting the ECR for  the taxpayer:  
Taxpayer:  
Taxpayer selects the ECR model according to his needs.  
Fill out the applicatin form (3 copies) for ECR offerd by the licensed companies which is selling the 
ECR  and keeps one copy of this form for his needs. 
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Sign the contract with the  Authorized Company and pays for the fiscal device. 
Submits the list of Items that must be programmed in the ECR  to the Authorized Companies  
Assists in the Fiscalisation of the ECR   
It is being trained by the Authorised company on how to use the ECR.  

The users manual is provided  in the  Albanian language  
 

1. 3. Authorized Companies:  
a. Authorized companies, a copy of the application form along with photocopy of the bill 
sends it to the relevant tax authorities.  
b. Makes preparation (connection with other auxiliary equipment: bank card reader, the 
transmission equipment on-line, etc. ...) and programms the ECR to the needs of taxpayers  
c. Makes technical control and stamping of ECR  
d. Fiscalises the  electronic  cash register  
e. Sends the appropriate technician for installation of the ECR to the environment of the  
taxpayer.  
f. Trainns the  taxpayers to use the Electronic Cash Register  

 
5. Tax bodies:  
a. Assists in technical control and endorsing ECR.  
b.Assists on the fiscalisation of  the ECR  
. Tax bodies:  
a. Assists in technical control and endorsing rregjistruesve electronics.  
b. Fiskalizimin assists in the electronic rregjistruesit 
 
3.4 Procedure of sale 
 

Hapi 1 
Step 1   
 

Pozicioni në pritje, Zgjidhet ana e pompës ku kërkohet furnizimi 
Position pending, resolved the pump where required supply 

Hapi 2  
Step 2 

Përzgjedhja e veprimit: Selection of Action: 
� Shitje Veprime të brendshme (test ose transferim) 
� Internal Sales Operations (test or transfer) 

 
  
Hapi 3  
Step 3 

Regjistruesi elektronik fiskal dërgon komandën njësisë së ndërfaqes 
“FURNIZOJE ME KARBURANT” recorder fiscal electronic interface unit 
sends the command "fuel supply" 
Njësia e ndërfaqes dërgon komandën  “Hape valvolën për pistoletën”. Interface 
unit sends the command   

Hapi 4  
Step 4 

Proçedohet me furnizimin e automjetit. proceed with the supply of vehicle 

Hapi 5  
Step 5 

Zgjidhet mënyra e pagesës; Para në Dorë, Kartë Krediti, Pezull, Çek Bankar, 
Tollon etj. selected payment, cash, credit card, Pending, Cheque Banking, etc.  

Hapi 6  
Step 6 

Regjistruesi elektronik printon Kuponin Tatimor. prints electronic recorder Tax 
cupom Tax. 

Hapi 7  
Step 7 
 

Pozicioni në pritje. Pending Position 
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3.5 Examples of Fiscal reports 
 
Certification of value can be circulated by 5 ways as follows:  
 
a. Sale by way of Car Plate = default = Sale car through Plate  number.  
b. Login vehicle = Information = Plate number from Sale system for vehicle identification number 
through Plate Number.  
c. Sale of barrels, the barrels = Sales, etc.... It is possible placing "name and address of the buyer"  
d. Tests at the station = If fuel pumps obtained from the "purpose test" in the station.  
e. Transfer to station = If fuel pumps obtained from the "transfer order" at the station. 
3.5.1 Sale by Number plates. – The number plates is set through keyboard 
 
 

  
Emri i Tatimpaguesit 

Adresa 
Numri Niptit 

(ose logo grafike e tij) 
Name of Taxpayer  

Address  
Niptit number 

(or his graphic logo ) 
 

TR XXXX A (TARGA) 
TR xxxx A (number  Plate)  
 
10 LT X 125,00 
BENZIN                                      
1.250,00 
LT 10 X 125.00  
Petrol 1250.00  
 
TOTAL                            1.250,00 
PARA NË DORË                        
1.250,00 
TOTAL 1250.00  
Cash 1250.00  
 
VLERA ME TVSH 20%               
1.041,67 
TVSH 20%                                     
208,33 
VALUE WITH VAT 20% 1041.67  
VAT 20% 208.33  
 
POMPA NR:  2               
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
19-05-2008                           Ora : 
15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   20 

  
Të dhënat e tatimpaguesi 
Taxpayer data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Targa e automjetit 
Number  plate. 
 
 
Tipi dhe vlera e qarkulluar 
Type and value of circulating 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Vlera për shkallë tatimore 
Value for tax rate 
 
 
 
Numri i pompës                           
Numri i identifikimit të regjistrusit elektronik 
fiskal 
Data, ora 
Numratori i kuponave tatimor 
Number of pumping  
Identification Number fiscal electronic fiscal 
recoder  Date, time  
Directory of fiscal coupons 
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PUMPS NO: 2  

REC. ELECTRONIC NO. 
XXXXXXXXXX  

19-05-2008 time: 15:45  
Coupon tax 20 

 
 

 
 
Logo fiskale 
Logo fiscal 
 
 
 
 

 

1.1.1 Identifikim i automjetit -  kuponi kthehet në faturë 

3.5.2 Identification of the vehicle - coupon return in bill. 
 

 Emri i Tatimpaguesit 
Adresa 

Numri Niptit 
(ose logo grafike e tij) 

Name of Taxpayer  
Address  

Number Niptit  
(or his logo graphic)  

 
TR XXXX A (TARGA) 

TR xxxx A (number plate)  
 

10 LT X 125,00 
LT 10 X 125.00 
BENZIN                                      
1.250,00 
Petrol           1250.00 
 
TOTAL                                       
1.250,00 
PARA NË DORË                        
1.250,00 
TOTAL 1250.00  
Cash 1250.00  
 
VLERA ME TVSH 20%              
1.041,67 
TVSH 20%            
                         208,33 
VALUE WITH VAT 20% 1041.67  
VAT 20% 208.33  
 
POMPA NR: 2 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
19-05-2008                           Ora : 
15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   20 

  
 
 
Të dhënat e tatimpaguesit 
Taxpayer data  
 
 
 
 
 
Targa e automjetit 
Number plate. 
 
 
Tipi dhe vlera e qarkulluar 
Type and value of circulating 
 
 
 
Vlera për shkallë tatimore 
Value for tax rate 
 
 
Për automjetin ose blerësin është 
identifikuar shitja. Kuponi do të 
kthehet në faturë  
For car or buyer the sale is identified. 
Coupon will be back in the bill  
 
 
 
 
 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit 
elektronik fiskal 
Data, ora 
Numratori i kuponave tatimor 
Identification Number of fiscal 
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PUMPS NO: 2  
REC. ELECTRONIC NO. 
XXXXXXXXXX  
19-05-2008 time: 15:45  
Coupon tax 20 

 

 

electronic recorder  
Date, time  
Directory of tax receipts 
 
 
Logo fiskale 
 
Fiscal logo. 
 

 

1.1.2  Shitje me fuçi, bidona etj 

             Sale of barrels, cans, etc. 
 

 Emri i Tatimpaguesit 
Adresa 

Numri Niptit 
(ose logo grafike e tij) 

Name of Taxpayer  
Address  

Number Niptit  
(or his graphic logo) 

EMRI DHE MBIEMRI 
ADRESA 

NAME AND SURNAME  
ADDRESS  
 
10 LT X 125,00 
BENZIN                                      
1.250,00 
LT 10 X 125.00  
petrol 1250.00  
 
TOTAL                            1.250,00 
PARA NË DORË                        
1.250,00 
TOTAL 1250.00  
Cash 1250.00  
 
VLERA ME TVSH 20%              
1.041,67 
TVSH 20%                                    
208,33 
VALUE WITH VAT 20% 1041.67  
VAT 20% 208.33  
 
POMPA NR: 2 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
19-05-2008                           Ora : 

  
 
Të dhënat e tatimpaguesit 
Taxpayer data  
 
 
 
 
 
Emri dhe mbiemri i blerësit me 
adresën 
Buyers name with address 
 
 
Tipi dhe vlera e qarkulluar 
Type and value of circulating 
 
 
 
 
 
Vlera për shkallë tatimore 
Value for tax rate  
 
 
 
 
Numri i pompës                           
Number of pumping 
 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistrusit 
elektronik fiskal 
Data, ora 
Numratori i kuponave tatimor 
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15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   20 
 

PUMPS NO: 2  
REC. ELECTRONIC NO. 

XXXXXXXXXX  
19-05-2008 time: 15:45  

Coupon tax 20 

 

 
Identification Number of fiscal 
electronic  recoder 
Date, time  
Fiscal couponsdirectory 
 
logo fiskale 
Logo fiscal  
 
 

  
It is possible to register data up to 4 lines for name, surname and address of the buyer.  

1.1.3 Kupon tatimor për   “TEST” 

3.5.4 Coupon tax for "TEST" 
 

 Emri i Tatimpaguesit 
Adresa 

Numri Niptit 
(ose logo grafike e tij) 

Name of Taxpayer  
Address  

Number Niptit  
(or his graphic logo)  

 
TEST 

TEST 
10 LT X 125,00 
BENZIN                                     
1.250,00 
LT 10 X 125.00  
Petrol 1250.00  
 
TOTAL                           1.250,00 
PARA NË DORË                       
1.250,00 
TOTAL 1250.00  
Cash 1250.00  
 
VLERA ME TVSH 20%             
1.041,67 
TVSH 20%                                   
208,33 
VALUE WITH VAT 20% 1041.67  
VAT 20% 208.33  
 
POMPA NR: 2 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
19-05-2008                           Ora : 
15:45 

 
 
Të dhënat e tatimpaguesit 
Taxpayer data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TEST 
TEST 
 
 
Tipi dhe vlera e qarkulluar 
Type and value of circulating 
 
 
 
Vlera për shkallë tatimore 
Value for tax rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numri i pompës    
Number of pump                        
Numri i identifikimit të regjistrusit 
elektronik fiskal 
Data, ora 
Numratori i kuponave tatimor  
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KUPONI TATIMOR :   20 
PUMPS NO: 2  

REC. ELECTRONIC NO. 
XXXXXXXXXX  

19-05-2008 time: 15:45  
Coupon tax 20 

 
 

Identification Number of fiscal 
electronic recoder. 
Date, time  
Directory of tax receipts 
 
Logo fiskale  
 
Fiscal logo 
 

1.1.4 Kupon tatimor për   “TRANSFERIM” 

3.5.5 Coupon tax for "TRANSFER" 
 
 
 Emri i Tatimpaguesit 

Adresa 
Numri Niptit 

(ose logo grafike e tij) 
Name of Taxpayer  

Address  
Number Niptit  

(or his logo graphic)  
 

TRANSFERIM 
TRANSFER 
 
10 LT X 125,00 
BENZIN                                     
1.250,00 
 
LT 10 X 125.00  
Benzi 1250.00  
 
TOTAL                           1.250,00 
PARA NË DORË                       
1.250,00 
 
TOTAL 1250.00  
Cash 1250.00 
 
VLERA ME TVSH 20%             
1.041,67 
TVSH 20%                                   
208,33 
VALUE WITH VAT 20% 1041.67  
VAT 20% 208.33  
 

  
Të dhënat e tatimpaguesit 
Taxpayer data 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TRANSFERIM 
TRANSFER  
 
 
Tipi dhe vlera e qarkulluar 
Type and value of circulating 
 
 
Vlera për shkallë tatimore 
Value for tax rate 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numri i pompës                           
Pump number 
 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistrusit 
elektronik fiskal 
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POMPA NR: 2 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. 
XXXXXXXXXX 
19-05-2008                           Ora : 
15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   20 
 

PUMPS NO: 2  
REC. ELECTRONIC NO. 

XXXXXXXXXX  
19-05-2008 time: 15:45  

Coupon tax 20 

 

 
 
Data, ora 
Numratori i kuponave tatimor 
Identification Number of fiscal 
electronic recoder   
Date, time  
Directory of fiscal coupons 
 
 
Logo fiskale 
Fiscal logo  
 
 
 
 

 

1.2 Raporti tatimor ditor “Z” në raste pa defekte 

3.6 Daily Tax Report "Z" in cases without defects 
 
 

  
Emri i Tatimpaguesit 

Adresa 
Numri Niptit 

(ose logo grafike e tij) 
 
 

RAPORTI TATIMOR DITOR  Z 
Name of Taxpayer  

Address  
Number Niptit  

(or his logo graphic)  
 

DAILY TAX REPORT Z 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
 

19-05-2008                               Ora : 15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   21 
19-05-2008 time: 15:45  
Coupon tax 21  
                                                         Z0020 
                                                         Z0020 

SHITJE NORMALE 
NORMAL SALE 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                       100 LT 
10 shitje                                          *150,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 100 LT  
10 sale * 150.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                       100 LT 
13 shitje                                          *160,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 100 LT  
13 sale * 160.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                       100 LT 
5 shitje                                            *170,00 

  
Të dhënat e Tatimpaguesit 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Taxpayer Data  
 
 
 
 
Raporti Tatimor Ditor për shitjet e kryera në 
gjendje normale (Pa defekte) e cili përmban çdo 
veprim të kryer për: 
TEST+TRANSFERTA+FUÇI+ 
IDENT.AUTO+SHITJE NORMALE 
 
Tax day sales report carried out in normal (No 
defects) which comprises any action conducted 
for: TEST + TRANSFERS + IDENT.AUTO 
Fucci + + SALE NORMAL  
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FUEL TYPE 3 100 LT  
5 sale * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                       100 LT 
15 shitje                                          *175,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 100 LT  
15 sale * 175.00 

: 
PARA NË DORË                                 
25                                                   *500,00 
Cash  
25 * 500.00 
PEZULL                                                         3                                      
*200,00 
3 * 200.00 pending 
KARTË KREDITI                                     14                                                 
*1000,00 
Credit Card 14 * 1000.00  

 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                       20  
NUMBER OF SUPPLY: 20  
KUPONA TATIMOR:                              21 
Vouchers TAX: 21  
KUPONA JO TATIMOR:                        63 
Non tax vouchers: 63 
 
 
                                       
--------------SHKALLA TATIMORE------------ 

TAX SCALE 
SHKALLA E TVSH  C:  %10                 
TOTALE PA TVSH                       * 350,00 
TVSH  %10                                      *20,00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË              * 370,00 
SCALE OF VAT C:% 10  
TOTAL NO VAT * 350.00  
VAT% 10 * 20.00  
For scale TOTAL * 370.00  
: 
SHKALLA E TVSH  B:  %20                 
TOTALE PA TVSH                       * 450,00 
TVSH  %10                                      *25,00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË              * 475,00 
SCALE OF VAT B:% 20  
TOTAL NO VAT * 450.00  
VAT% 10 * 25.00  
For scale TOTAL * 475.00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TOTALE 
TOTAL PA TVSH                           *800,00 
TVSH                                             *123,54 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË              *923,54 
 
TOTAL  
TOTAL NO VAT * 800.00  
VAT * 123.54  
For scale TOTAL * 923.54 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

TEST 
TEST 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                           2 LT 

 
 
Detaje mbi shitjet për secilin tip të karburantit 
Details on sales for each type of fuel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Detaje mbi mënyrat e pagesës 
 
Details on ways of payment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi shitjet për shkallë tatimore 
Details on the scale sales tax  
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1 test                                                *10,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 2 LT  
1 test * 10.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                           4 LT 
3 test                                                *16,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 4 LT  
3 test * 16.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                            6LT 
2 test                                              *170,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 6LT  
2 test * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                           8 LT 
4 test                                                *70,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 8 LT  
4 test * 70.00  
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5 
 
TOTALE TEST                            *1000,00 
TVSH TEST                                   *250,00 
TOTAL TEST * 1000.00  
VAT TEST * 250.00 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

TRANSFERIM 
TRANSFER  

KARBURANT TIPI 1                           2 LT 
1 test                                                *10,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 2 LT  
1 test * 10.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                           4 LT 
3 test                                                *16,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 4 LT  
3 test * 16.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                            6LT 
2 test                                              *170,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 6LT  
2 test * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                           8 LT 
4 test                                                *70,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 8 LT  
4 test * 70.00  
 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
 
TOTALE TRANSFERIM              *1000,00 
TVSH TRANSFERIM                     *250,0 
TOTAL TRANSFER * 1000.00  
VAT TRANSFER * 250.00 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
 
 
- ---TOTALE SHITJE NORMALE  - - - - -  
TOTAL SALE NORMAL - - - - -- 
TOTALE                                        *800,00 
TOTAL * 800.00 
TVSH                                             *123,54 
VAT * 123.54 
TOTALE TEST                              *100,00 
TOTAL TEST  * 100.00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Totale shitur pa periudhë defekti 
Total sold without fault period 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi testet në stacion 
Details on the tests at the station 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi transferimet 
Details on transfers  
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TVSH TEST                                    *13,54 
VAT  TEST * 13.54  
TOTAL TRANSFERIM                  *100,00 
TOTAL TRANSFER * 100.00  
 
TVSH TRANSFERIM                      *13,54 
VAT TRANSFER * 13.54 
 
- - -  TOTALE SHITJE ME DEFEKT - - - -  
TOTAL SALES faulty - - - -- 
TOTALE DEFEKT                           *80,00 
TOTAL defect * 80.00  
TVSH DEFEKT                                 *8,00 
VAT defect * 8.00 
 
- - -  TOTALE E PËRGJITHSHME- - - -  

(NORMALE+DEFEKT) 
TOTAL GENERAL-- - --  
(NORMAL + DEFECT)  

TOT+DEFEKT                               *880,00 
TOT + defect * 880.00  
TVSH+DEFEKT                               *70,00 
Defect * 70.00 + VAT  
TOT+DEFEKT ID AUTO               *880,00 
TOT + defect ID AUTO * 880.00 
TAX+DEFEKT ID AUTO                 *73,00 
CAR TAX ID defect + * 73.00 
 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. XXXXXXXXXX 
REC. ELECTRONIC NO. XXXXXXXXXX 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Totalet 
Total  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit elektronik 
Identification Number of electronic recoder. 
 
Logo fiscal 

 

1.3 Raporti tatimor ditor “Z” në rast defekti 

3.7 Daily Tax Report "Z" in case of fault 
 

  
Emri i Tatimpaguesit 

Adresa 
Numri Niptit 

(ose logo grafike e tij) 
 
 

RAPORTI TATIMOR DITOR  Z 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Name of Taxpayer  
Address  

Number Niptit  
(or his logo graphic)  

 
DAILY TAX REPORT Z  

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
19-05-2008                               Ora : 15:45 
KUPONI TATIMOR :   21 
19-05-2008 time: 15:45  
Coupon tax 21  
                                                         Z0020 

SHITJE NORMALE 
Z0020  

  
Të dhënat e Tatimpaguesit 
Taxpayer Data  
 
 
 
Raporti Tatimor Ditor për shitjet e 
kryera në gjendje normale (Pa defekte) 
e cili përmban çdo veprim të kryer për: 
TEST+TRANSFERTA+FUÇI+ 
IDENT.AUTO+SHITJE NORMALE 
Tax day sales report carried out in 
normal (No defects) which comprises 
any action conducted for: TEST + 
TRANSFERS + IDENT.AUTO Fucci + 
+ SALE NORMAL  
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NORMAL SALE 
KARBURANT TIPI 1                       100 LT 
10 shitje                                          *150,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 100 LT  
10 sale * 150.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                       100 LT 
13 shitje                                          *160,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 100 LT  
13 sale * 160.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                       100 LT 
5 shitje                                            *170,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 100 LT  
5 sale * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                       100 LT 
15 shitje                                          *175,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 100 LT  
15 sale * 175.00  
: 
PARA NË DORË                                 
25                                                   *500,00 
Cash  
25 * 500.00 
PEZULL                                                         3                                                     
*200,00 
3 * 200.00 pending 
KARTË KREDITI                                     14                            
*1000,00 
Credit Card 14 * 1000.00  

 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                       20  
NUMBER OF SUPPLY: 20  
KUPONA TATIMOR:                              21 
Vouchers TAX: 21 
KUPONA JO TATIMOR:                        63 
Non tax vouchers: 63  
 
--------------SHKALLA TATIMORE------------ 

TAX SCALE -------------- ------------ 
SHKALLA E TVSH  C:  %10     
SCALE OF VAT C:% 10           
TOTALE PA TVSH                       * 350,00 
TOTAL NO VAT * 350.00 
TVSH  %10                                      *20,00 
VAT% 10 * 20.00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË              * 370,00 
For scale TOTAL * 370.00: 
SHKALLA E TVSH  B:  %20    
SCALE OF VAT B:% 20               
TOTALE PA TVSH                         * 450,00 
TOTAL NO VAT * 450.00 
TVSH  %10                                      *25,00 
VAT% 10 * 25.00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË               * 475,00 
For scale TOTAL * 475.00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TOTALE 
TOTAL 
TOTAL PA TVSH                           *800,00 
TOTAL NO VAT * 800.00  
 
TVSH                                                *123,54 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi shitjet për secilin tip të 
karburantit 
Details on sales for each type of fuel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi mënyrat e pagesës 
Details on ways of payment  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi shitjet për shkallë tatimore 
Details on the scale sales tax  
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VAT * 123.54 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË              *923,54 
For scale TOTAL * 923.54 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

TEST 
TEST 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                           2 LT 
1 test                                                *10,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 2 LT  
1 test * 10.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                           4 LT 
3 test                                                *16,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 4 LT  
3 test * 16.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                            6LT 
2 test                                              *170,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 6LT  
2 test * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                           8 LT 
4 test                                                *70,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 8 LT  
4 test * 70.00  
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
TOTALE TEST                            *1000,00 
TOTAL TEST * 1000.00 
TVSH TEST                                   *250,00 
VAT TEST * 250.00  
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

TRANSFERIM 
TRANSFER  

 
KARBURANT TIPI 1                           2 LT 
1 test                                                *10,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 2 LT  
1 test * 10.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                           4 LT 
3 test                                                *16,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 4 LT  
3 test * 16.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                            6LT 
2 test                                              *170,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 6LT  
2 test * 170.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                           8 LT 
4 test                                                *70,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 8 LT  
4 test * 70.00  
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
TOTALE TRANSFERIM              *1000,00 
TOTAL TRANSFER * 1000.00 
TVSH TRANSFERIM                     *250,00 
VAT TRANSFER * 250.00  
 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # 

SHITJE ME DEFEKT 

 
 
 
 
 
Totale shitur pa periudhë defekti 
Total sold without difect period  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi testet në stacion 
Details on the tests at the station 
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SALE faulty 
DEFEKTI FILLOI:          19-08-08   10:45 
Defect began: 19-08-08 10:45 
DEFEKTI MBAROI:       19-08-08   12:30 
Defect Finished: 19-08-08 12:30 
DEFEKTI FILLOI:          19-08-08   13:45 
Defect began: 19-08-08 13:45  
DEFEKTI MBAROI:       19-08-08   15:30 
Defect Finished: 19-08-08 15:30 
DEFEKTI FILLOI:          19-08-08   16:45 
Defect began: 19-08-08 16:45  
DEFEKTI MBAROI:       19-08-08   17:30 
Defect Finished: 19-08-08 17:30  
 
KARBURANT TIPI 1                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *15.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 10 LT  
2 Sale * 15,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *16.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 10 LT  
2 Sale * 16,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,000.00 
KARBURANT TIPI 4                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.500,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,500.00  
 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                   5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SHKALLA TVSH C: %10          *35.000,00 
SCALE VAT C:% 10 * 35.000,00 
TVSH C: %10                              *2.000,00 
VAT C:% 10 * 2.000,00  
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË:         *37.000,00 
TOTAL FOR SCALE: * 37,000.00 
SHKALLA TVSH B:  %20          *45.000,00 
VAT SCALE B:% 20 * 45.000,00 
TVSH B:   %20                            *5.000,00 
VAT B:% 20 * 5.000,00  
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË          *50.000,00 
For scale TOTAL * 50,000.00  
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TOTALE DEFEKT                    *80.000,00 
TVSH DEFEKT                           *7.000,00 
TOTALE                                    *87.000,00 
TOTAL * 80,000.00 defect  
VAT defect * 7000.00  
TOTAL * 87,000.00  
 
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

DEFEKT – SHITJE ME ID. AUTO 
Defect - SALE WITH ID. AUTO 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *15.000,00 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi transferimet 
Details on transfers 
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FUEL TYPE 1 10 LT  
2 Sale * 15,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 2                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *16.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 10 LT  
2 Sale * 16,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.500,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,500.00  
 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                   5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
 
TOTALE DEFEKT ID AUTO    *30.000,00 
TVSH DEFEKT ID AUTO           *3.545,45 
TOTALE                                   *33.545,45 
TOTAL * 30,000.00 defect AUTO ID  
VAT ID defect AUTO * 3545.45  
TOTAL * 33,545.45  
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #  

 
TOTALE E PËRGJITHSHME 

(NORMAL + DEFEKTE) 
GENERAL TOTAL 

(NORMAL + defects)  
 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *15.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 10 LT  
2 Sale * 15,000.00 
KARBURANT TIPI 2                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *16.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 10 LT  
2 Sale * 16,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.500,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,500.00  
 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                   5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
 
- - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
SHKALLA TVSH C: %10          *35.000,00 
TVSH C: %10                              *2.000,00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË:         *37.000,00 
SCALE VAT C:% 10 * 35.000,00  
VAT C:% 10 * 2.000,00  
TOTAL FOR SCALE: * 37,000.00  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi defektet dhe koha kur 
regjistruesi elektronik ka pasur defekt 
Details on faults and time when there 
was faulty electronic recorder  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detaje mbi shitjet pa kupon 
Details on sales without coupon 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Totalet mbi shitjet në defekt për shkallë 
tatimore  
Total sales tax rate in the defect for. 
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SHKALLA TVSH B:  %20          *45.000,00 
TVSH B:   %20                            *5.000,00 
TOTALE PËR SHKALLË          *50.000,00 
VAT SCALE B:% 20 * 45.000,00  
VAT B:% 20 * 5.000,00  
For scale TOTAL * 50,000.00 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
TOTALE NORMAL+DEFEKT  *80.000,00 
TVSH NORMAL+DEFEKT         *7.000,00 
TOTALE                                    *87.000,00 
TOTAL NORMAL + defect * 80,000.00  
NORMAL + VAT defect * 7000.00  
TOTAL * 87,000.00  
 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

SHITJE E PËRGJITHSHME ME ID 
AUTO 

(NORMAL + DEFEKT) 
GENERAL SALES WITH AUTO ID  

(NORMAL + defect)  
 

KARBURANT TIPI 1                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *15.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 1 10 LT  
2 Sale * 15,000.00 
KARBURANT TIPI 2                        10 LT 
2 Shitje                                      *16.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 2 10 LT  
2 Sale * 16,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 3                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.000,00 
FUEL TYPE 3 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,000.00  
KARBURANT TIPI 4                        10 LT 
3 Shitje                                      *17.500,00 
FUEL TYPE 4 10 LT  
3 Sale * 17,500.00  
 
NUMRI I FURNIZIMEVE:                   5 
NUMBER OF FEED: 5  
 
TOTALE NORMAL+DEFEKT  *80.000,00 
TVSH NORMAL+DEFEKT         *7.000,00 
TOTALE                                    *87.000,00 
TOTAL NORMAL + defect * 80,000.00  
NORMAL + VAT defect * 7000.00  
TOTAL * 87,000.00  
 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #  
- ---TOTALE SHITJE NORMALE  - - - - -  
- --- NORMAL TOTAL SALE - - - - - 
TOTALE                                    *80.000,00 
TOTAL * 80,000.00 
TVSH                                          *7.000,00 
VAT * 7000.00 
TOTALE TEST                           *1.000,00 
TOTAL TEST * 1000.00 
TVSH TEST                                   *250,00 
VAT TEST * 250.00  
TOTAL TRANSFERIM               *1.000,00 
TOTAL TRANSFER * 1000.00  

 
 
Totalet  
Total  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Detajet e shitjes me defekt të 
regjistruesit elektronik mbi 
identifikimin e automjetit. 
 
Details of the sale of faulty electronic 
recorders on identifying car. 
 
 
Totalet 
TOTAL 
 
 
Detaje mbi totalet e përgjithshme 
 
Details on the overall totals 
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TVSH TRANSFERIM                    *250,00 
VAT TRANSFER * 250.00 
 
- - -  TOTALE SHITJE ME DEFEKT - - - -  
TOTALE DEFEKT                    *80.000,00 
TVSH DEFEKT                           *7.000,00 
- - - TOTAL SALES faulty - - - --  
TOTAL * 80,000.00 defect  
VAT defect * 7000.00  
 
- - -  TOTALE E PËRGJITHSHME- - - -  
TOTAL GENERAL-- - -- 

(NORMALE+DEFEKT) 
(NORMAL + defect)  

TOT+DEFEKT                          *87.000,00 
TOT + defect               * 87,000.00  
TVSH+DEFEKT                          *7.000,00 
VAT + Defect               * 7000.00  
TOT+DEFEKT ID AUTO          *87.000,00 
TOT + defect ID AUTO * 87,000.00 
TAX+DEFEKT ID AUTO             *7.000,00 
TAX + DEFECT AUTO  ID * 7000.00 
REGJ. ELEKTRONIK NR. XXXXXXXX 
REC. ELECTRONIC NO. XXXXXXXXXX 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Numri i identifikimit të regjistruesit 
elektronik 
Identification Number of electronic 
recorders  
 
 
 Fiscal Logo  

 
3.8 Reports of Fiscal memory  
 
If control of tax inspectors, tax periodic reports issued by the reading of the fiscal memory types 
should be:  
a. From the first day the tax ratio Z - Z report last tax day.  
b. For  two days  tax reports Z.  
c. Between two daily tax reports Z  
d. An interval between dates.  
e. Between the two dates.  
 
Z report containing all the printed data by type of selection and these data are detailed by the final 
day tax report presented in the example above 
 
3.9 Broadcasting and file periodic transmission  
 
Z report to be sent from the point of fuel at the Directorate General of Taxation will be conducted 
according to the procedure described above in this guide.  
 
Architecture of the file to be transmitted should be similar to the architecture presented in this guide 
 
4 ADMISTRATION AND DOCUMENTACION PROCESS OF FISCAL EQUIPEMENT   BY 
REGIONAL TAX DEPARTAMENT  
 
4.1 Tax Administration is responsible  organ for managing and controlling the process of 
installation and use of fiscal devices, for purposes of measuring the volume of sales of goods and 
services derived by the taxpayer.  
 
4.2. Directorate General of Tax and Regional Tax Departments are coordinator and controlling the 
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progress of the implementation process equipment with fiscal memory and manage the 
implementation process in accordance with the Decision Nr. 781, dated 14.11.2007 "On the 
technical characteristics of fiscal devices, integrated computer system for periodic transfers, 
automatic financial statements, communication system, procedure and documentation for their 
approval and criteria for equipment, with the authorization of companies authorized to provide 
fiscal equipment.  
 
4.3. General  Directorate of Regional Tax Departments and Tax in its dependence, create the 
necessary structures for the management and implementation of installation process of fiscal device. 
The Directorate General of Taxation, department operations, within the Directorate and Information 
Technology, manages the process of creation and operation of integrated system for transferring 
periodic, automatic financial statements and controls sector field coordinates and manages the 
implementation process equipment fiscal fiscal system of the Republic of Albania. The Regional 
Tax Departments verifying sectors in the field realize the administration of fiscal records of 
equipment for every taxpayer users.  
 
4.4. Structures established in the Directorate General of Taxation and Regional Directorates of 
process management, keep documents systemized all belonging to the implementation of fiscal 
devices in respective files of each taxpayer. They do care for the taxpayers to support all the 
required documentation in time and taxpayers to provide the necessary technical support, legal and 
procedural for successful realization of the process.  
 
4.5. Tax authorities in order to organize the work programmed for implementation of fiscal devices 
depending on the priorities of the Government based on COM and implement a transparent process, 
equal right of control and verification, for all taxpayers, the installation, use and control of fiscal 
equipment.  
 
4.6. Tax inspectors who are charged with the task of managing and controlling the use of fiscal 
devices and whith their work support the fulfillment of legal requirements, bylaws and regulations 
requirements for this purpose. They create normal conditions taxpayer to perform without hindrance 
and interruption of business activity.  
 
4.7. Tax inspectors trained constantly for better recognition of the requirements of the Council of 
Ministers Decision no. 781, dated 14/11/2007, subsidiary legislation and other requirements of this 
Instruction.  
 
4.8. Tax inspectors continued work to implement the fiscal system and equipment to their normal 
functioning, create a database that serves for the recognition of the situation on the ground, focusing 
attention on avoidance of risk to the realization of duty evasion.  
 
4.9. Tax inspectors make an effort to better recognition of all approved documentation, 
documentation which attach to this guidance, and require implementation of rigorous procedures for 
initial registration of fiscal equipment, control of filling out the documentation, archiving in 
taxpayer folder etc. Tax inspectors charged with the task of process control equipment using correct 
fiscal and legal stand where there is violation notice to the coupon tax through fiscal equipment.  
 
4.10. Tax inspectors assist in overcoming the difficulties that you created when taxpayers in fiscal 
devices do not work and taxpayer support through their intervention not only to eliminate defects as 
soon as fiscal devices, but also for supporting documentation specified in these cases. They 
accurately control the speed of completion of relevant forms and taxpayers require uninterrupted 
continuation of the process of issuing bills by taxpayers in the country conducting audits, but also 
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cooperating entities supplier of equipment to avoid fiscal defects as soon as possible. 
 
4.11. Fiscal organs  make continuous efforts to train the taxpayers for better recognition of fiscal 
equipment, binding legislation for their use, but also for measures that apply in the case of cessation 
of function of fiscal devices for various reasons. They work in a spirit of cooperation with the 
taxpayer to avoid misunderstandings and to understand the correct application of legal 
requirements.  
 
4.12. Fiscal organs constantly keep in contact with companies licensed by the Ministry  of Finance 
to supply equipment taxpayers with fiscal device  and always interfere when they observe neglect 
by the taxpayers, negligence that spoil the  process and diverte from contractual obligations that 
have these companies , obligations that are part of licensing.  
 
4.13. The fiscal organ controls the supply of taxpayers with fiscal devices and the fiscal device must 
be in conformity whith technical characteristics set out in COM, cooperating for this purpose with 
the Directorate of Calibration and Capacity, through organized joint controls.  
 
4.14. Fiscalisation of fiscal equipment carries on the premises of licensed companies (with the 
exception of the fuel points, which takes place in the petrol station) after signing the contract by the 
taxpayer with these companies, once the correct form is done to meet supply equipment, control 
accuracy of the data form completed and only after this audit is performed fiscalisation  of device 
through the signing of the form from the tax inspector, licensed and taxpayer society managing the 
copy of the contract concluded between them. Companies authorized except on paper copies of 
relevant documents should send the data forms used in electronic format. Electronic data sent to the 
Directorate General of Taxes. Directorate General of Taxation is responsible for maintaining the 
forms to be used in the process of implementation of fiscal devices in the Republic of Albania and 
is forced to all forms (along with explanations for their completion) to publish in electronic format 
its Internet site.  
 
4.16. Fiscal organs in charge of fiscal control equipment and issuing fiscal couponsrequires that the 
premises where the device works written fiscal clearly identified customers of their obligation to 
withdraw tax coupon and punish them according to law for not having back the coupon.  
 
4.17. Fiscal organs carry out regular checks for issuing fiscal couponsand maintain offical record 
when they conclude a violation by a fine in the country according to legal definitions, for taxpayers 
and for clients violating  the law.  
 
4:18. The tax sensibilizon public opinion about the necessity of making the tax coupon and penalty 
measures for them, in case of failing the bill. Fiscal organs  broadcast and distribute brochures and 
free leaflets for this purpose, and hold discussions with community groups, business, television and 
mass media. They make note of  cases of violations and corrective measures taken against different 
taxpayers, identify as positive cases of implementation of the reform. 
 
5.Use of  Fiscal couponsin cases of temporary dissfunction of fiscal devices  
 
In cases of temporary disfunction of fiscal devices, provided in the Council of Ministers, taxpayers 
are forced to use tax receipt for any retailer to realize. The book  with tax receipt will be supplied by 
the Regional Tax Departments and will be serial numbered. After fiscal repair equipment, the 
taxpayer immediately starts its use. 
 
 


